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Abstract. Two gas-phase formaldehyde (HCHO) measurement techniques, a modified commercial wet-chemical instrument based on Hantzsch fluorimetry and a custombuilt instrument based on fiber laser-induced fluorescence
(FILIF), were deployed at the atmospheric simulation chamber SAPHIR (Simulation of Atmospheric PHotochemistry
In a large Reaction Chamber) to compare the instruments’
performances under a range of conditions. Thermolysis of
para-HCHO and ozonolysis of 1-butene were used as HCHO
sources, allowing for calculations of theoretical HCHO mixing ratios. Calculated HCHO mixing ratios are compared
to measurements, and the two measurements are also compared. Experiments were repeated under dry and humid conditions (RH < 2 % and RH > 60 %) to investigate the possibility of a water artifact in the FILIF measurements. The
ozonolysis of 1-butene also allowed for the investigation of
an ozone artifact seen in some Hantzsch measurements in
previous intercomparisons. Results show that under all conditions the two techniques are well correlated (R 2 ≥ 0.997),
and linear regression statistics show measurements agree
with within stated uncertainty (15 % FILIF + 5 % Hantzsch).
No water or ozone artifacts are identified. While a slight
curvature is observed in some Hantzsch vs. FILIF regressions, the potential for variable instrument sensitivity cannot be attributed to a single instrument at this time. Measurements at low concentrations highlight the need for a secondary method for testing the purity of air used in instrument
zeroing and the need for further FILIF White cell outgassing
experiments.

1

Introduction

Typical tropospheric formaldehyde (HCHO) concentrations
range from 100 ppt in remote polar regions to 20 ppb in urban areas (e.g., Sumner et al., 2002; Dasgupta et al., 2005).
Concentrations well below 100 ppt have been observed in the
upper troposphere (Fried et al., 2008). Sources of HCHO
include primary emissions from anthropogenic activities,
biomass burning, and importantly, the oxidation of anthropogenic and biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
The oxidation of VOCs is linked to the formation of secondary pollutants such as secondary organic aerosol and
ozone (O3 ). Not only is HCHO a product of VOC oxidation,
but it also is a major source of the HOx (HOx = OH + HO2 )
radicals that drive the atmosphere’s oxidative capacity (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Accurate and precise measurements
of HCHO are therefore necessary to test models of the oxidation mechanisms that form secondary pollutants.
Several measurement techniques for detection of
atmospheric HCHO have been developed. These include solution-phase chemical techniques such as 2,4dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) derivatization followed by
gas chromatography or high pressure liquid chromatography,
the coil enzyme (CENZ) fluorometric method, and Hantzsch
derivatization followed by fluorimetry (Heard, 2006, and
references therein). In efforts to improve time resolution
and avoid the scrubbing process, spectroscopic techniques
such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),
differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS), tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS), and
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) have also been developed
(Heard, 2006, and references therein; Hottle et al., 2009).
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When corrected for humidity effects, proton-transfer mass
spectrometry (PTR-MS) has also shown to be a promising
method for ambient HCHO measurements (Warneke et al.,
2011). However, these same humidity effects also decrease
the sensitivity of the technique and introduce a variable
sensitivity.
Gilpin et al. (1997) carried out an extensive intercomparison of six different HCHO measurement techniques, including a Hantzsch approach and TDLAS. When normalized to
formaldehyde standards employed during manifold spiking
tests, matched ambient measurements between the Hantzsch
and a TDLAS yielded an average ratio of 1.00 ± 0.11 over
45 h of measurement. Additionally, a formal blind intercomparison between two Hantzsch instruments, BroadbandDOAS, DNPH-HPLC, and PTR-MS was performed at the
atmospheric simulation chamber SAPHIR (Simulation of Atmospheric PHotochemistry In a large Reaction Chamber)
(Wisthaler et al., 2008). Aside from a few reported analytical issues, the agreement between all four techniques was reported as fair. Notably, one Hantzsch instrument (Methanalyser, Alpha Omega Power Technologies, Model MA-100,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA) equipped with a modified
inlet was affected by a non-constant offset. It was further
concluded that a different Hantzsch instrument (AL4021,
Aerolaser GmbH, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany) was
affected by a negative ozone bias during part of the intercomparison. Finally, a recent intercomparison between a
Hantzsch instrument built in-house and a commercial PTRMS (IoniconAnalytik GmbH, Innsbruck, Austria) at a rural
site in Ontario found the two techniques agreed within 5 %
(Vlasenko et al., 2010). Significant scatter for mixing ratios
below 1.5 ppb was observed, but not attributed to either technique specifically.
While the fiber laser-induced fluorescence (FILIF) instrument has been deployed on several field campaigns (e.g.,
DiGangi et al., 2011, 2012; Ahlm et al., 2012; Li et al.,
2014), it has only been compared with a time of flight protontransfer mass spectrometer (PTR-TOF-MS) during the Biohydro-atmosphere interactions of Energy, Aerosols, Carbon,
H2 O, Organics and Nitrogen – Rocky Mountain Organic
Carbon Study (BEACHON-ROCS) in the summer of 2010.
For both instruments, a large uncertainty of 30–50 % is reported. While the two measurements were well correlated
(R 2 = 0.72), the FILIF measurements were a factor of 2 less
than PTR-TOF-MS measurements. Authors note PTR-TOFMS measurements provide an upper limit of formaldehyde
mixing ratios, as interferences may occur from species which
fragment to m/z 31.0177. However, the largest uncertainty
was attributed to calibration methods that were not cross calibrated.
To better understand the poor agreement between PTRTOF-MS and FILIF measurements at BEACHON, a
Hantzsch instrument and FILIF were deployed at the
SAPHIR chamber for a four-part intercomparison. The
same FILIF calibration source was used during this
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 7, 1571–1580, 2014
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intercomparison and the BEACHON campaign to minimize instrumental differences between the two studies. As
Hantzsch measurements have been shown to agree well with
spectroscopic techniques and PTR-MS, a comparison between FILIF and Hantzsch provides a secondary check on
the accuracy of the FILIF technique. Furthermore, controlled
chamber settings allow for calculation of theoretical HCHO
mixing ratios, providing another assessment of instrument
accuracy.
An additional goal of the intercomparison was to examine the possibility of a water vapor artifact for FILIF. As
water quenches fluorescence more efficiently than nitrogen,
the theoretical sensitivity of FILIF is lower under high relative humidity (RH). Indeed, other fluorescence-based measurements apply an RH-dependent calibration to correct for
this difference in observed fluorescence signal due to higher
quenching (e.g., Schlosser et al., 2009). Previously, lab-based
RH-dependent calibrations have been performed to test for
water interference for FILIF (DiGangi, 2012). HCHO fluorescence was monitored at RH ranging from 0 % to 73 % and
a constant temperature (19 ◦ C). An enhanced background
signal was observed with increasing RH, and this was assumed to be indicative of dissolved HCHO in the water used
to humidify the sample. Provided the background signal was
subtracted, there was no significant deviation in HCHO concentrations at different humidities, indicating no significant
water artifact for HCHO LIF. This conclusion is limited by
the assumption that the water used to humidify the airstream
contained dissolved HCHO. By comparing the Hantzsch and
FILIF measurements under low and high RH conditions,
the conclusion that any RH-dependence is negligible can be
tested. Furthermore, by using two sources of formaldehyde
in the SAPHIR chamber, either thermolysis of para-HCHO
or ozonolysis of 1-butene, the previous ozone artifact seen in
some Hantzsch measurements can be assessed.

2
2.1

Instrument descriptions
Fiber laser-induced fluorescence

The FILIF instrument has been described in detail elsewhere
(Hottle et al., 2009; DiGangi et al., 2011), but will be briefly
discussed here. The beam from a 20 mW, 353 nm tunable,
pulsed, narrow-bandwidth laser (NovaWave Technologies,
TFL Series) is directed into a 32-pass White-type cell. The
resulting fluorescence from HCHO from 390 to 500 nm is
focused into a photomultiplier tube. The output beam from
the White cell is directed into a glass cell containing high
concentrations of gas phase HCHO for wavelength reference.
The laser wavelength was scanned over the fluorescence feature every 90 s, and the laser was dithered on and off the rovibronic absorption line for 700 ms and 300 ms, respectively.
The HCHO mixing ratio is proportional to the difference between the fluorescence signal observed when the laser is on
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1571/2014/
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and off the absorption feature, as well as the laser power.
As the observed fluorescence signal is a linear rather than
quadratic function of laser power, we can exclude the possibility of laser-generated HCHO in the measurement cell.
FILIF calibrations were performed for each experiment
using a HCHO permeation tube (VICI Metronics, 100-0442300-U45) heated to 85 ◦ C in a portable calibration gas generator (VICI Metronics, Model 120). The permeation source
has been characterized using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, as described elsewhere (DiGangi et al., 2011). The
FILIF calibration is valid as long as the alignment is constant
(i.e., as long as the instrument stays in one location) and the
laser is tuned to the same fluorescence feature. Typically, the
same feature is used throughout a campaign and one calibration factor can be applied to all acquired data. For the final
three days of the intercomparison, all calibrations performed
agreed within 3.5 %. Due to uncharacteristic fluctuations in
the laser’s accessible wavelength range, a spectral feature different from the feature used during the rest of the campaign
was used on the first day of the intercomparison, resulting in
a 5 % larger sensitivity for this day.
During the intercomparison, 1σ precision derived from
measurements of synthetic air was ∼ 20 ppt in 1 s. Above
3 ppb, precision is a function of the observed signal derived
from the standard deviation of the measurement at a constant concentration. Accuracy was 15 % as limited by the
permeation tube calibration. Calibrations were performed up
to concentrations of 4 ppb, and linear extrapolation was assumed for higher concentrations. This linearity assumption
was verified in later lab-based experiments in which successive dilutions of a concentrated HCHO standard (Scott/Air
Liquide, ∼ 11 ppm) in synthetic air were measured. The linear fit of signal to concentration in the 0–4 ppb range was not
statistically different from the fit over the entire concentration range (0–20 ppb).
Chamber air was sampled at 6 L min−1 through ∼ 10 m of
4 mm I.D. PFA Teflon tubing and a 5 µm Teflon particle filter.
Previous studies have shown inlet effects for configurations
of this nature are negligible (Wert et al., 2002). Instrument
zeros performed by overflowing the inlet either with or without the particle filter and tubing agreed within 30 ppt. In contrast to previous deployments of this instrument, sample air
was used both as the bulk flow through the White cell and
to purge the volumes of the white cell not in the detection
volume.
During the intercomparison, uncharacteristically rapid and
large fluctuations in laser power and wavelength were observed, adding high uncertainty to FILIF measurements. This
data is excluded from the analysis, as it does not reflect typical in-field operations of the FILIF instrument.
2.2

Hantzsch fluorimetry

HCHO measurement by Hantzsch Fluorimetry was performed by a modified commercial instrument (AL4001,
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1571/2014/
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Aerolaser GmbH, Germany) (Kelly and Fortune, 1994). At a
controlled flow rate of 1 L min−1 , the chamber air is sampled
through a L = 10 m, O.D. = 1/400 PFA tube into a temperature controlled (12 ± 0.2 ◦ C) stainless steel stripping coil.
In addition, a stripping solution of 0.05 mol L−1 H2 SO4 is
continuously pumped through the coil at a flow rate of
0.35 mL min−1 . The liquid flow is continuously monitored
by a flow meter (LFM). HCHO in the sampled air is stripped
into the liquid phase with an efficiency of 98 % (Krinke,
1999). The formed HCHO solution is then separated from the
gas phase and continuously mixed with a Hantzsch reagent
(5.6 mol L−1 ammonium acetate, 0.16 mol L−1 acetic acid,
and 0.02 mol L−1 acetylacetone). In a continuous flow reactor held at 70 ◦ C, HCHO reacts with the Hantzsch reagent
forming the dye 3,5-diacetyl-1,4-dihydrolutidine. The dye
solution is then illuminated by a phosphor coated mercury
lamp. The emitted fluorescence signal is detected by a photomultiplier at 510 nm.
The sensitivity of the instrument is calibrated using liquid
HCHO standards. The standards are added to the stripping
coil instead of the stripping solution while HCHO-free air
is passed through the coil. The calibration is performed at
3 concentration levels of liquid HCHO standards. The concentrations correspond to gas phase mixing ratios of 2 ppb,
10 ppb, and 35 ppb. HCHO-free air is generated by passing the sampled air through a catalyst (Hopkalit, Draeger) at
room temperature. The HCHO-free air is also used to determine the baseline signal of the instrument. During the campaign, the Hantzsch instrument was placed in one of the containers below the SAPHIR chamber. The ambient temperature inside the container was kept at 23 ◦ C. Calibrations for
the sensitivity of the instrument, as well as for the measured
flow rates were performed in the beginning and in the end
of the campaign. The determined sensitivities of the instrument differ by less than 2 %. The accuracy of the Hantzsch
measurements was around 5 %, stemming mainly from the
uncertainty of the calibration. The 1σ precision derived from
the HCHO-free air measurements was around 25 ppt in 11 s.
The data is recorded every 11 s as a 2 min running average.
2.3

Supporting instrumentation

In addition to the HCHO instruments, several additional measurements were recorded during the intercomparison. A summary of the supporting measurements is provided in Table 1.
Notably, C4 H8 measurements were provided in arbitrary
units. C4 H8 concentrations used in this analysis were calculated from the known amount of C4 H8 injected and the
maximum observed counts. When H2 O mixing ratio measurements were unavailable, values were calculated from the
measured dew point and the observed temperature. During
the third day, data from a nearby meteorological station was
used for times during which temperature or pressure measurements were not reported. As this data was not available
for the second day, the diurnal fit of the first experiment’s
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 7, 1571–1580, 2014
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Table 1. Additional measurements accompanying the HCHO intercomparison.
Species

Technique

Accuracy

1σ Precision

O3
H2 O
1-Butene
CH4
jHCHO

UV Absorption (Ansyco O342M)
Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (Picarro G2301)
Proton-Transfer-Reaction Mass Spectrometry
Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (Picarro G2301)
Spectral Radiometer

3%
0.02 %
8%
< 1 ppb
10 %

1 ppb
< 0.02 %
3-4 %
< 1 ppb
1%

temperature profile was scaled to replace missing values.
While temperature and pressure data affect calculated rate
constants and therefore modeled HCHO concentrations, they
do not affect the comparison between FILIF and Hantzsch
measurements.
3 Experiments
The Hantzsch and FILIF inlets were collocated inside the
atmospheric simulation chamber SAPHIR. This Teflon-FEP
(DuPont) Teflon-walled chamber has a capacity of approximately 270 cubic meters. Its retractable roof allows the comparison to take place under either ambient lighting or in dark
conditions. Further details on the SAPHIR chamber can be
found elsewhere (Rohrer et al., 2005; Wegener et al., 2007;
Schlosser et al., 2009).
The filling of the chamber and the addition of HCHO and
other species was performed as described in previous intercomparisons detailed by Wisthaler, et al. (2008) and Apel et
al. (2008), and is briefly described here. The chamber was
flushed with high-purity synthetic air overnight before each
experiment. During the experiments, chamber air was diluted
as additional synthetic air is added to the chamber to compensate loss from instrument sampling and small leaks in the
FEP film. Approximately 2 ppm of methane was added at the
start of each experiment to track this dilution. The chamber’s
mixing fan insured mixing of injected gasses occurred within
3 min.
A summary of each of the four experiments is provided
in Table 2. Introduction of HCHO into the chamber was performed either quickly by thermolysis of para-HCHO powder
or more gradually through ozonolysis of 1-butene (C4 H8 ). In
the first two experiments, a weighted amount of para-HCHO
powder (3.80 mg on day 1, 3.51 mg on day 2, Merck; purity > 95 %) was heated in an external glass reactor and swept
into the chamber using dry synthetic air. The transfer line was
heated to minimize wall loss of HCHO. In the second two
experiments, C4 H8 and ozone were injected. To ensure that
chemical loss of C4 H8 occurred primarily through reaction
with ozone, approximately 500 ppm of CO was injected as an
OH-scavenger. Both the thermolysis and ozonolysis methods
were repeated under high and low relative humidity conditions (RH > 60 % and < 2 %). Water vapor was injected to
the chamber prior to the injection of HCHO or 1-butene.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 7, 1571–1580, 2014
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Model calculations

For all experiments, HCHO mixing ratios were calculated using a modified 0-D version of the UW-CAFE model (Wolfe
and Thornton, 2011) equipped with MCM v 3.2 chemistry
(Jenkin et al., 1997; Saunders et al., 2003) using 3 min time
steps. For day 1 and 2 experiments, initial HCHO concentrations were calculated from the known mass of para-HCHO
and the chamber volume. For days 3 and 4, O3 and C4 H8
measurements were used as model constraints, and CO mixing ratios were calculated from the known injection amount.
For all experiments, the dilution rate constant is calculated
from the loss rate of methane, which is assumed to be lost
only through dilution. Measured HCHO photolysis frequencies were used during periods of exposure to sunlight. Temperature and relative humidity were also used as model inputs.
As described in Sect. 2.3, a lack of temperature and absolute C4 H8 mixing ratio measurements provide the largest
uncertainty in the model calculations. Sensitivity analysis
shows a temperature increase of 10 ◦ C results in a 3 % change
in calculated HCHO mixing ratios. Adjusting C4 H8 by 10 %
results in approximately 10 % change in HCHO.
5

Results and discussion

For each experiment, we first discuss the agreement of the
two instruments according to a linear regression analysis and
comparison to the model calculations. All time series data
are shown in their original time base (1 s for FILIF, 11 s for
Hantzsch, and 3 min for model). H2 O data is not shown when
RH < 2 %. The bivariate least squares regressions were computed following the method of York et al. (2004). Because the
Hantzsch instrument inherently measures a 2 min rolling average of HCHO concentrations, the 2 min rolling average of
FILIF data is used to provide a comparable measurement for
regression analysis. In Sect. 5.5, we discuss possible reasons
for deviations from a 1 : 1 fit with a zero intercept, including potential curvature of the regression data and possible
baseline artifacts. A summary of the regression statistics is
provided in Table 3.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1571/2014/
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Table 2. Description of experimental conditions.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Experiment

HCHO Source

Max RH (%)

Periods of Illumination

Other Injected Species

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4

Thermolysis of 3.80 mg para-HCHO
Thermolysis of 3.51 mg para-HCHO
72.8 ppb C4 H8 + 200 ppb O3
24.3 ppb C4 H8 + 485 ppb O3

2.0
69.5
0.6
79.4

09:35–10:20; 12:30–13:31
10:28–11:36
–
–

CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4

(2.08 ppm)
(2.15 ppm)
(2.50 ppm) CO (500 ppm)
(2.03 ppm) CO (500 ppm)

study. One possible explanation for the incomplete transfer is
insufficient heating of the transfer line results in unaccounted
wall loss.
After injection and until the chamber roof is open at
∼ 09:30 LT, Hantzsch measurements show gradually increasing HCHO, while model calculations and FILIF measurements show a sharp increase followed by a relatively constant concentration. A gradual increase over this 1.5 h time
frame is unexpected, as SAPHIR was connected to the addition chamber for ∼ 20 min and the timescale of mixing
within the chamber is ∼ 3 min. While heterogeneous chamber mixing would be a plausible explanation for the temporal
differences in the Hantzsch and FILIF measurements, the instruments’ inlets were located within 6 inches of one another.
A strong concentration gradient is not expected to exist for
an extended period of time on this spatial scale. Beyond the
initial time period, Hantzsch-FILIF agreement was relatively
constant.
The quick initial rise in HCHO is not included in the
regression analysis, as deviation from the 1 : 1 line during
this time is more indicative of instrument time response and
synchronization than measurement accuracy. Excluding this
time, linear regression of Hantzsch v. FILIF provides a slope
of 0.867 ± 0.0002, an intercept of −0.090 ± 0.001 ppb, and
R 2 = 0.997. The slope falls within the combined FILIF and
Hantzsch accuracies (15 % + 5 %). The intercept is discussed
further in Sect. 5.5.

Figure 1. (a) Time series of measured and calculated HCHO mixing ratios as well as the dilution tracer (CH4 ) during day 1, with
periods of illumination denoted by yellow panels. (b) Comparison
5.2
Figure 1. (a) Time series of measured and calculated HCHO mixing ratios as well as
the Day 2 (humid conditions, Para-HCHO thermolysis)
between HCHO measurements. Error bars represent 3σ precision.
dilution tracer (CH4) during day 1, with periods of illumination denoted by yellow panels. (b)
Lines represent 1 : 1 agreement and ± 15 % FILIF measurements.
Figure 2 shows the results of the thermolysis of para-HCHO
Comparison
between HCHO measurements.
3 sigma 1precision.
Lines
(c) Measurement/model
comparison,Error
withbars
therepresent
line showing
:1
under humid chamber conditions. Again, incomplete transfer
represent
one-to-one agreement and ± 15% FILIF measurements. (c) Measurement/model
agreement.
of thermolyzed para-HCHO is suspected to cause calculated
comparison, with the line showing 1-1 agreement.

8

5.1 Day 1 (dry conditions, Para-HCHO thermolysis)
The results of the thermolysis of para-HCHO under dry
chamber conditions are shown in Fig. 1. Calculated HCHO
mixing ratios from HCHO injection are higher than both sets
of measurements. While the causes of the discrepancy between injected standard and measurements at the SAPHIR
chamber have not been quantified, such discrepancy is routinely observed. Wisthaler et al. (2008) showed all six HCHO
measurements were at least 20 % below calculated values for
dry synthetic air studies, similar to the 17 % observed in this
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1571/2014/

HCHO mixing ratios higher than both measurements. FILIF
was disconnected from SAPHIR from ∼ 14 : 15–16 : 30 LT
for calibration. FILIF measurements after the calibration
show
21 more significant scatter than earlier measurements, as
laser power fluctuated more rapidly during this time.
Notably, FILIF HCHO measurements increase during
chamber humidification before HCHO injection, while
Hantzsch measurements stay relatively constant. Hantzsch
measurements on day 4 showed a similar increase in HCHO
during chamber humidification (Fig. 4). It is possible that either the water used to humidify the chamber contains some
HCHO, or a water-dependent sample line outgassing process
is at times observed. This is discussed further in Sect. 5.5.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 7, 1571–1580, 2014
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b

0.997
0.997
0.998
0.997

R2

−0.007 ± 0.001
0.010 ± 0.001
0.010 ± 0.001
0.016 ± 0.014

a
b

0.938 ± 0.011
1.012 ± 0.004
0.943 ± 0.005
0.796 ± 0.005

c

−0.201 ± 0.023
−0.176 ± 0.006
−0.076 ± 0.017
0.007 ± 0.009

Quadratic Fit (y = ax 2 + bx + c)

a

−0.090 ± 0.001
−0.249 ± 0.001
−0.338 ± 0.001
−0.215 ± 0.001

Linear Fit (y = ax + b)

0.867 ± 0.0002
1.091 ± 0.0002
1.132 ± 0.0001
0.975 ± 0.0001

R2

0.998
0.998
1.000
0.999

Table 3. Regression Analysis for Hantzsch v. FILIF measurements Calculated with a 95 % Confidence Interval.

Experiment

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4

* Corrected Intercept is defined as the quadratic intercept minus the difference in clean air measurements.

FILIF

−0.002 ± 0.020
0.064 ± 0.019
0.001 ± 0.016
0.021 ± 0.018

Hantzsch

Clean Air HCHO (ppb)

0.087 ± 0.027
0.115 ± 0.030
0.093 ± 0.030
0.098 ± 0.030

Corrected Intercept*

−0.11 ± 0.03
−0.06 ± 0.04
0.02 ± 0.04
0.11 ± 0.04
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6

Figure 2. (a) Time series of measured and calculated HCHO mixing ratios, CH4 , and H2 O during day 2, with periods of illuminaFigure
2. (a) Time
series of panels.
measured(b)
andComparison
calculated HCHO
mixing
ratios, CH4, and H2O
tion denoted
by yellow
between
HCHO
during
day 2, withError
periodsbars
of illumination
by yellow
panels.
(b) Comparison between
measurements.
represent denoted
3σ precision.
Lines
represent
1 : 1 agreement
andError
±15 bars
% FILIF
measurements.
(c) Lines
MeasureHCHO
measurements.
represent
3 sigma precision.
represent one-to-one
ment/model
comparison,
with
the
line
showing
1
:
1
agreement.
agreement and ± 15% FILIF measurements. (c) Measurement/model comparison, with the

7

line showing 1-1 agreement.

2
3
4
5

The Hantzsch-FILIF relationship seems to differ slightly
from the earlier measurements after reconnection to the
chamber, possibly due to Hantzsch baseline drift. Regression analysis over the entire day (again excluding the sharp
rise) provides a slope of 1.091 ± 0.0002, a y intercept of
−0.249 ± 0.001 ppb, and an R 2 of 0.997. Fitting the earlier
measurements provides a slope of 1.06 and a y intercept of
0.04 ppb, while fitting later measurements yields a slope of
0.989 and a y intercept of −0.15 ppb. The slopes of each time
period as well as the entire data set falls within the stated uncertainty of FILIF, indicating no water artifact for the FILIF
instrument.
5.3

Day 3 (dry conditions, C4 H8 ozonolysis)

The results of the ozonolysis of C4 H8 under dry chamber conditions are shown in Fig. 3. Hantzsch measurements are not available after 13:00 LT due to a malfunctioning zero valve. The regression analysis provides a slope
of 1.132 ± 0.0001, y intercept of −0.338 ± 0.001 ppb, and
R 2 = 0.998. With the exception of low concentrations where
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1571/2014/
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Figure 3. (a) Time series of measured and calculated HCHO mixing1
ratios during day 3. (b) Time series of C4 H8 , ozone,
and CH4 . ratios
(c)2 during day 3. (b)
Figure 3. (a) Time series of measured and calculated
HCHO mixing
Figure 4. (a) Time series of measured and calculated HCHO mixComparison between HCHO measurements. Error bars represent
Time
series of CLines
and CH
Comparison
between
Error
4H8, ozone,
ing ratios
andTime
H2 Oseries
duringofday
4. (b) Time
series of C4HCHO
H8 , ozone,
3σ precision.
represent
1 :4.1(c)agreement
and
± 15 %HCHO
FILIF3measurements.
Figure
4. (a)
measured
and calculated
mixing ratios and
CH
.
(c)
Comparison
between
HCHO
measurements.
Error bars
bars
represent
3sigma
precision.
Lines
represent
one-to-one
agreement
and
±
15%
FILIF
measurements. (d) Measurement/model comparison, with the line
4
4
day
4. (b) Time
series ofLines
C4H8represent
, ozone, CH
(c) Comparison
between
HCHO me
represent
3σ precision.
1 : 14. agreement
and ± 15
%
showing 1 : 1 (d)
agreement.
measurements.
Measurement/model comparison, with the line showing 1-1 agreement.
FILIFbars
measurements.
Measurement/model
with the
5
Error
represent 3(d)
sigma
precision. Linescomparison,
represent one-to-one
agreement
line showing
1 : 1 agreement.
23
instrument offsets become more important (see Sect. 5.5),6 FILIF measurements. (d) Measurement/model comparison, with the line sh

and at the later times (HCHO > 20 ppb), Hantzsch and FILIF
7
measurements fall within 15 % of each other. At this time,
we have no explanation for the growing discrepancy between
Hantzsch and FILIF observed during this experiment.
5.4 Day 4 (humid conditions, C4 H8 ozonolysis)
Figure 4 shows the results of the ozonolysis of C4 H8 under humid chamber conditions. FILIF measurements are
not available before ∼ 13:00 LT due to fluctuations in laser
power and wavelength not typical during field operation. Regression analysis provides a slope of 0.975 ± 0.0001, y intercept of −0.215 ± 0.001 ppb, and R 2 = 0.997. The Hantzsch
v. FILIF slope falls between the two slopes observed in the
dry-conditions experiment.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1571/2014/
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5.5

FILIF/Hantzsch instrument offsets and clean air
measurements

As seen in Table 3, a persistent negative intercept was observed in the Hantzsch/FILIF linear regressions. There are
several factors to consider when addressing this offset, including instrument baselines, outgassing of either sample
lines or the FILIF measurement cell, Hantzsch zeroing frequency, and curvature of the fit.
First, the methods of determining instrument baselines
must be considered. The Hantzsch instrument uses scrubbed
air to determine the magnitude of the photomultiplier tube
(PMT) offset. The reported HCHO is proportional to the
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 7, 1571–1580, 2014
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difference in the PMT signal of the sample air and the
PMT signal of the scrubbed air. If any HCHO remains in
the scrubbed air, the Hantzsch measurements will be biased by that amount. In contrast, FILIF measurements do
not require an empirically defined instrument baseline. Because the spectroscopic signal verified by the reference cell
is unique to HCHO, any difference between on-and-off resonance signals is the result of HCHO in the measurement
cell. FILIF consistently measures ∼ 100 ppt HCHO in clean
chamber air, while Hantzsch measures ∼ 0 ppt. Below, we
consider if this trace amount of HCHO measured by FILIF is
an artifact of instrument outgassing, or if the clean chamber
air truly contains trace amounts of HCHO not detected by the
Hantzsch.
Both the instrument sampling lines and the FILIF White
cell are potential sources of outgassing HCHO. Because the
Hantzsch and FILIF instruments sample lines were of similar lengths and identical materials, any outgassing of the lines
would affect the measurements equally and could not explain
the difference between the two measurements. This leaves
the possibility that HCHO from sample air deposits on the
walls of the FILIF White cell and then is slowly expelled.
The experiments on day 2 suggest this outgassing may be
RH dependent, as humidification leads to a much larger increase in FILIF than Hantzsch measurement. However, day 4
Hantzsch measurements show that humidification can cause
an increase in HCHO in the chamber itself. To determine if
the rise in HCHO seen during humidification is internal to
the chamber or a result of FILIF White cell outgassing, an
investigation of baseline measurements again becomes important.
Because of the aging of peristaltic tubes, stripping solution, and Hantzsch solution, the Hantzsch instrument’s baseline is not constant in time, but interpolated or extrapolated
from periodic zero measurements. On day 2, a baseline measurement is obtained before chamber humidification, and
then again about 9 h later. The readings are linearly interpolated to provide a uniformly increasing baseline. While it
is assumed the change in instrument offset is constant with
time, other experiments have shown the baseline does not
necessarily drift at a uniform rate. This is especially relevant
at high concentrations of HCHO, where the baseline can be
affected by insufficient removal of HCHO by the Hopkalit
catalyst. If instead we consider a situation where the baseline
drift was slow, the first zero measurement would be more representative of the true instrument baseline during chamber
humidification. Retaining a constant baseline increases the
Hantzsch measurement by 130 ppt to 220 ppt. This is comparable to the 204 ppt observed on day 4 during humidification
while the Hantzsch baseline was stable, and within 100 ppt
of the FILIF measurement.
At least one instrument on each day shows that humidification can lead to increased HCHO in the SAPHIR chamber. The discrepancy on the second day is either due to a
drifting Hantzsch baseline or FILIF White cell outgassing.
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Because outgassing has been previously observed in other
FILIF measurements (DiGangi et al., 2011), and because the
Hantzsch baseline was measured infrequently, we cannot determine with absolute certainty the cause of the discrepancy
of zero air measurements on day 2 during chamber humidification.
Finally, we examine the possibility of curvature in the
Hantzsch v. FILIF regression analysis. While the linear correlation coefficients are high for all experiments, day 3
clearly shows that a second degree polynomial better represents the observed data (Fig. 3). This slight curvature is the
result of either one or both instruments’ sensitivity changing
over time. Because calibrations performed over the 4 days
were in good agreement for both instruments (within 3.5 %
for FILIF, 2 % for Hantzsch), and because all calibrations
were highly linear even to high concentrations, we cannot
attribute the changing sensitivity to either instrument at this
time. However, we note that the leading term in the second
degree polynomial is small (Table 3). For all but the first day,
taking the curvature into account brings the intercept closer
to zero.
The corrected intercepts considering both the curvature
and instrument offsets are shown in the final column of Table 3. To provide a comparison between Hantzsch and FILIF
measurements that is not affected by the HCHO measured
in clean air by FILIF, we subtract the difference in clean
chamber air measurements from the FILIF measurements.
Because FILIF was not measuring at the start of day 4, the
average clean chamber air measurement of other experiments
is used. The values are much closer to zero than the intercept calculated from linear regression alone; however, a difference of as much as 110 ppt in the corrected intercepts is
still observed. A secondary method for testing the purity of
air used in instrument zeroing and eliminating the potential
for White cell outgassing is vital, as HCHO mixing ratios in
the 0–200 ppt range have been observed in the field. Similarly, the reasons for the curvature observed on some days
requires further study, for example using long-path DOAS as
an independent method.
6

Conclusions

Comparison between Hantzsch and FILIF HCHO measurements at the atmosphere simulation chamber SAPHIR
demonstrated agreement between the two techniques within
15 % and good correlation (R 2 ≥ 0.997) under all conditions.
At low HCHO concentrations (< 400 ppt) and at the end of
the humid ozonolysis of 1-butene, the difference between the
techniques was at times larger than the 15 % accuracy of the
FILIF measurements, but within the combined accuracies of
the two techniques.
If water vapor were to significantly decrease the sensitivity of the FILIF instrument due to increased fluorescence quenching, the artifact would manifest itself in systematically lower slopes in Hantzsch v. FILIF during humid
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1571/2014/
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experiments. No such trend is discernible, indicating that
this artifact was not identifiable in this intercomparison. An
ozone bias for the Hantzsch instrument would yield poor
FILIF-Hantzsch agreement for the 1-butene ozonolysis studies. While the dry ozonolysis study had the largest discrepancy from 1 : 1 agreement, the humid ozonolysis study resulted in the best instrument agreement (slope = 0.978). We
cannot conclude any discrepancies were a result of ozone artifacts.
The instrument offsets of both of FILIF and Hantzsch requires further careful examination when addressing low concentrations of HCHO (< 400 ppt). As the Hantzsch baseline
can vary with time, more frequent zero measurements may be
necessary in these regimes. Verifying the purity of synthetic
air through a secondary spectroscopic technique would allow
us to address the accuracy of FILIF and potential for White
cell outgassing under humid conditions.
FILIF and Hantzsch HCHO measurements agree within
the stated accuracy over a wide range of experimental conditions. Given the good agreement in previous intercomparisons between the Hantzsch techniques and the PTRMS measurements (Wisthaler et al., 2008), the cause of the
factor-of-two disagreement observed between PTR-TOF-MS
and FILIF measurements during the BEACHON field campaign is unclear. Possibly, VOCs present during BEACHONROCS but not in the SAPHIR intercomparisons could fragment and produce an ion isomeric with HCHO. An intercomparison between these two techniques under controlled
chamber conditions could confirm this hypothesis.
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